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Online Sales Uplift

Monsoon Accessorize’s cart 
recovery emails contribute an 

uplift in online sales of over 4%.

Results

4.3%

About

Monsoon Accessorize is a high street favourite.  Renowned 
across the world for the beauty and colour of it's products, it 
has over 1,000 stores and a thriving online presence. 

SaleCycle, the market leader in it’s field, helps its clients to 
recover lost sales by contacting people in real-time when they 
abandon their shopping-cart online.

“At Monsoon Accessorize we 
recognise the challenge of 

abandoned baskets and the 
opportunity to target these people 
our hottest prospects.  By working 

with SaleCycle and sending 
timely, well designed emails, 

we've increased our annual sales 
online by over 4% with an 

average order value 30% higher 
than our direct website sales.

A great partnership.”

Bilal Adham
Online Acquisition Manager

Monsoon Accessorize 

Background Story

Monsoon Accessorize’s abandonment rate of 68% is a 
significant improvement on the industry averages that level 
up at around 74% - however it still equates to a huge amount 
of lost revenue every day - and no one likes that! 

It’s innovative website, allows customers to purchase 
products from either of its brands, providing a great shopping 
experience – but also significant brand challenges when it 
comes to email retargeting.

Dual Branded Email

To ensure a really great return on basket abandonment 
emails (and that’s SaleCycle’s mantra!) it’s vital that the look 
and tone of the email is just right and that it positively reflects 
the customer’s shopping experience so far.

But what about when there's multiple brand possibilities?

The Solution

Using dynamic email templates, and a clever bit of 
segmentation wizardry, customers who abandon a dazzling 
dress from Monsoon, for example, will receive a Monsoon 
branded email which reinforces all the brand stands for.  A 
beautiful bracelet from Accessorize?  The opposite applies. 

However, if both products are abandoned then a 
dual-branded email is sent with an animated GIF header 
promoting both brands.

The loop is finished with a slick integration with Monsoon’s 
email service provider, ensuring emails hit the inbox and 
customers return to purchase their weekend wares!
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